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ABSTRACT
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Laser Characterization
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Paul O. Leisher
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This work investigates the effects of temperature on the operation and performance of
indium-phosphide (InP) based high-power broad-area laser (BAL) diodes operating in the eye-safe
regime (1.5 μm – 2.0 μm). Low temperature (-80C to 0C) operation using a cryogenically cooled
system enables investigation of temperature-dependent parameters such as threshold current, slope
efficiency, diode voltage, and power conversion efficiency (PCE) of devices. Building upon
established empirical models that describe threshold current and slope efficiency as functions of
temperature, a key additional parametric model is developed to describe diode voltage
incorporating a temperature dependence. With the inclusion of this temperature-dependent voltage
model, the operational parameters are shown to accurately describe diode laser performance and
enable simple prediction of PCE over a range of temperatures. Low-temperature-optimized 14xx
nm devices with power conversion efficiencies greater than 50% at 5W and 19xx nm devices with
PCE greater than 25% at 2W are characterized; results validate the developed temperaturedependent voltage model.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Introduction to laser diodes
Laser diodes (LDs) are electrically pumped semiconductor devices that generate coherent
laser light via stimulated recombination of charge carriers (electron-hole pairs). There are
numerous application advantages of semiconductor laser devices:


Low-cost [1]



Small footprint and packaging options (Figure 1.1)



Efficient, stable operation over long lifetimes (>10,000 hours) [2]



Wide range of wavelengths available - UV to mid-infrared [3]



Wide range of output powers – tens of milliwatts to tens of watts for single emitters
(highly scalable operation with high-power, multi-diode arrays achieving kilowatt
operation) [3]

Figure 1.1

C-mount style single emitter diode laser (left) and
sample multi-diode array and fiber-coupled packages
(right) [4]

Possessing these desirable qualities, laser diodes are the most common laser device [5]
used in a wide host of applications in consumer, industrial, medical, military, and academic
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markets [6]. Low power (tens of milliwatts) laser diodes are commonly used in consumer
electronics such as DVD/Blu-ray players, barcode readers, and laser range finders. Single mode
LDs are used in the telecommunication industry as data transmitters in fiber optic links. Highpower diode stacks are used in industrial material processing (e.g. laser welding), medical and
surgical operations, remote sensing and spectroscopy, and military and directed energy
applications [3].
Particular interest in the development of efficiency-optimized diode lasers has been
expressed by the high-energy physics community for use as optical pump sources in high-power
laser systems. Solid-state and fiber-based laser systems are the current state-of-the-art (laser)
technologies in accelerator applications that range from electron beam creation and control to
plasma-based particle generation [3]. Rare-earth-ion doped crystal and fiber (Erbium, 1.5-1.6 μm
and Thulium, 1.7-2.1 μm) are common gain media employed in such laser systems. Boasting highpower scalability, wide range of wavelength capabilities in the near IR for resonant pumping
schemes [9], and high power conversion efficiencies, diode laser arrays are ideal optical pump
sources for solid state and fiber lasers.
These systems require careful thermal management of gain media due to the high average
powers associated with high repetition-rate, high peak-power operation [10].

Excess heat

generated in the gain media due to high-power pump sources is necessarily extracted via heat sinks
and cooling systems.

Thus, refrigeration systems are often present in particle accelerator

applications that incorporate especially-high power solid-state or fiber laser sources. Current stateof-the-art cooling technologies for efficient operation use cryogenic liquid coolants (e.g. liquid
nitrogen at 77K). In applications that require active refrigeration of gain media, extension of the
cooling system to the diode pump sources is one potential method to increase total system
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efficiency by improving electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency of the diode pump sources.
Targeted design of these pump diodes specifically for operation at low temperature (as opposed to
cooling room-temperature-optimized diodes) can further improve system efficiency [9, 10].

Principle of operation
Semiconductor laser diodes are forward-biased PN junction devices that generate photons
from radiative recombination of charge carriers [8]. They differ from light-emitting-diodes
(LEDs) – also PN junction devices – in that the dominant photon generation mechanism is
stimulated emission, where LEDs operate on spontaneous emission. To achieve stimulated
emission, positive feedback of photons is made possible via a Fabry-Perot resonant cavity made
by parallel cleaved facets of the semiconductor gain medium [8]. Shown in Figure 1.2 is a sample
structure of a laser diode device labelled with p- and n-type regions and metal contacts for power
supply.

WIRE BONDS
METAL CONTACT (+)
P+ CONTACT LAYER
P CONFINEMENT LAYER
ACTIVE REGION
N CONFINEMENT LAYER
N SUBSTRATE
METAL CONTACT (-)

Figure 1.2

Schematic diagram of sample double heterostructure
laser diode. Current flows from top to bottom, through
the active region where radiative recombination occurs.
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Electrical current flows across the PN junction during operation, increasing the charge
carrier density (electron-hole pairs) in the depletion region thus increasing radiative and nonradiative recombination. As electron-hole pairs recombine to generate photons, spontaneous
emission (isotropic, incoherent) first dominates the radiative recombination rate over stimulated
emission (directional, coherent laser output). At a sufficiently high injection current level (defined
below in Eq. 1.6), stimulated emission becomes the primary photon generation mechanism. This
occurs after cavity losses – spontaneous emission (photons emitted into unwanted optical output),
absorption, scattering, and mirror losses – are compensated via sufficient photon generation, and
loss is equal to the cavity gain. A brief accounting of photon loss vs. photon gain for a simple
diode laser cavity is provided in Figure 1.3 to demonstrate this effect.
x=0

5

x=L

1

2
3

4
Mirror, reflectance = R2

Figure 1.3

Mirror, reflectance = R1

Schematic of a laser diode with cavity length, L, to aid in
demonstration of intensity considerations for round trip
optical gain and loss

At 1: directed to the right

𝐼(𝑥 = 0+ ) = 𝐼0

1.1

At 2: directed to the right

𝐼(𝑥 = 𝐿− ) = 𝐼0 𝑒 (𝑔−𝛼)𝐿

1.2

At 3: directed to the left

𝐼(𝑥 = 𝐿− ) = 𝑅1 ∙ 𝐼0 𝑒 (𝑔−𝛼)𝐿

1.3

At 4: directed to the left

𝐼(𝑥 = 0+ ) = 𝑅1 ∙ 𝐼0 𝑒 (𝑔−𝛼)2𝐿

1.4

At 5: directed to the right

𝐼(𝑥 = 0+ ) = 𝑅1 𝑅2 ∙ 𝐼0 𝑒 (𝑔−𝛼)2𝐿

1.5

In Eqs. (1.1-1.5) above, g and α correspond to gain and loss coefficients (respectively), R1
and R2 correspond to mirror reflectivities, and L is the cavity length [11]. For lasing to occur,
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round trip intensity, I, must be equal to the initial intensity, I0 [11]. Substituting I(x)=I0 (for a
roundtrip x=2L) into Eq. (1.5) and solving for g yields the gain at which stimulated emission
surpasses spontaneous emission, defined as the threshold gain, gth.
𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝛼 +

1
1
𝑙𝑛 (
)
2𝐿
𝑅1 𝑅2

1.6

This ‘turn on’ condition (onset of stimulated emission output over spontaneous emission)
is defined as the lasing threshold for the device [8]. The relationship of output power vs. drive
current for the two previously described operation regimes – spontaneous emission when current
is below threshold and stimulated emission (lasing action) beyond threshold – is shown in Figure
1.4 below.

Optical power

Departure from
linearly-increasing
Rollover
output

Threshold
current

Spontaneous
emission

Stimulated
emission

Drive current
Figure 1.4

Spontaneous and stimulated emission operation regimes
for a laser diode. At high current, self-heating leads to
decreased operation efficiency and departure from
linearly increasing output power

Being electrically pumped semiconductor devices, temperature-dependent charge carrier
dynamics must be considered in addition to photon dynamics to fully describe diode laser
operation (a thorough temperature-dependent analysis of a forward biased PN junction diode is
included in Section 4.0). Generally speaking, unwanted non-radiative recombination increases
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with temperature, leading to less efficient conversion of injected carriers to photons and a decrease
in laser efficiency. This occurs because gth is constant with temperature (to first order); as
temperature increases, carrier density and energies increase as predicted by Fermi-Dirac statistics
[12]. The thermal increase of carrier energies to levels above the lasing level leads to a decrease
in laser gain, g(n); the carrier density required to reach threshold gain (g(n) = gth) and to achieve
stimulated emission is therefore elevated at higher temperatures, requiring an increase in injected
current for laser operation. Energetic carriers relax by giving energy to lattice vibrations (phonons)
further increasing junction temperature. Thermal management of diode lasers, especially at high
power and injection levels (to mitigate temperature increase due to self-heating via nonradiative
recombination and phonon generation), is therefore critical for maintaining optimum power
conversion efficiencies of laser systems. To this end, efforts are made to carefully design and
incorporate both passive and active cooling systems (Figure 1.5) in laser diode applications.

Figure 1.5

Example of a passive (left) metal-fin heat sink for TO can
style laser diode [13]. Active (right) refrigeration system for
liquid coolant circulation [14].

Additionally, specific design of low temperature devices to maximize benefits of cooling
systems and minimize heat generation can improve total system performance. Research endeavors
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in both the scientific and industrial communities aim to develop a deeper understanding of these
temperature effects on laser diode operation to advance design for low temperature diode laser
applications.
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2.0 MOTIVATION
Common metrics used to quantitatively describe laser diode performance are optical power
and power conversion efficiency (PCE) as functions of drive current. To describe optical-power,
L (Watts, or W), as a function of current, I (Amps, or A), it is necessary to know the injection level
at which the laser turns on and the conversion efficiency of injected carriers to photons of useful
laser output. These two operation parameters that describe turn-on current and conversion
efficiency of photons from injected carriers are defined as threshold current, Ith, and slope
efficiency, η, respectively. If threshold current and slope efficiency are known, then optical power
as a function of drive current can be estimated; the slope and intercept of a linear approximation
of L vs. I sufficiently describes operation for low currents (before self-heating causes departure
from linearly increasing output power), shown in Figure 2.1.
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The complete physical picture that describes these operation parameters is complex.
Carrier dynamics for a PN junction diode coupled with photon dynamics for a Fabry-Perot laser
resonator must be analyzed to fully illustrate diode laser operation. In most scenarios, however,
the full physical picture is not necessary for implementation. A handful of relevant metrics and
plots are sufficient: optical power, L, and voltage, V, as a function of current, I, provide what is
known as the diode LIV curve. With this information known, power conversion efficiency
(sometimes called ‘wallplug’ efficiency) is also known. Input electrical power and PCE are found
via Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) using the LIV data.

𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟, 𝑃 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∙ 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑉 ∙ 𝐼
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 (𝑃𝐶𝐸) =

𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝐿
=
𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑉 ∙ 𝐼

2.1
2.2

However, an LIV curve accurately describes the operation at a single operation temperature only.
Changes in temperature due to heat generated during operation or cooling via heat management
systems affects the optical and electrical characteristics of the diode laser device. To account for
temperature-dependent effects when describing diode performance, one could experimentally
measure LIV curves for every desired operation temperature. This has the clear disadvantage of
being a time- and resource-intensive endeavor. Alternatively, key components of the LIV curves
could be parametrically modelled as a function of temperature, allowing approximation of LIV
data for an arbitrary temperature input over a defined range. Two of these key components are the
previously mentioned threshold current, Ith, and slope efficiency, η.
Simple empirical models have been established based on experimental characterization of
diode laser operation versus temperature to predict changes in threshold current and slope
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efficiency for a given temperature change, ΔT. These models, described in further detail in Section
4, depend on several parameters that are found experimentally for a given device. After the
relevant parameters are defined for the device, optical output power as a function of current (the
LI curve) is known for a range of operation temperatures. Importantly, these models do not require
a complex analysis of the physics of operation: several empirical terms are sufficient for predicting
performance.
However, a critical piece of the LIV and PCE empirical description is missing: without
knowledge of the voltage behavior as a function of temperature and current, it is not possible to
model power conversion efficiency of the device to fully predict performance. The aim of this
work is to investigate diode voltage versus current over a range of temperatures and to develop a
suitable empirical model to describe voltage-temperature behavior. This voltage-temperature
model will complete the LIV and PCE picture, enabling a full description of relevant operation
parameters.
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3.0 LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED RESEARCH
Development of high-efficiency semiconductor laser design improvements requires an
understanding of temperature-dependent diode laser phenomena.

The previously described

operational parameters used to characterize diode performance (threshold current (Ith), slope
efficiency (η), and diode voltage (V)) exhibit temperature dependencies governed by charge carrier
dynamics and optical loss mechanisms described in the following sections.

Experiments

conducted to determine the dominant loss mechanisms relevant to each operational parameter offer
insight into targeted design approaches; namely, efforts to minimize threshold current and diode
voltage and maximize slope efficiency [15-17]. Recognizing the benefits of operating roomtemperature-optimized devices at low temperatures, incorporation of cryogenic cooling systems
have yielded ultra-high power, high-efficiency diode laser devices [10, 19].

Furthermore,

advancement of design approaches for diode lasers designated specifically for low-temperature
operation have aided development of long-wavelength laser diodes with power conversion
efficiencies exceeding 75% [9, 10].

Laser threshold vs. temperature
Carrier losses are caused by non-radiative recombination events such as Auger and
Shockley-Reed-Hall (SRH) recombination (Figure 3.1), radiative loss due to spontaneous
emission (not into useful output), and carrier leakage from charge carriers escaping the active
region [12].
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Non-radiative loss mechanisms for diode lasers

Shockley-Reed-Hall recombination, sometimes referred to as trap-assisted recombination,
occurs when an energy level between the conduction and valence band (trap) becomes temporarily
occupied by an electron which then further relaxes to the valence band via annihilation with a hole.
The trap energy level which enables the two-step recombination process to occur is a result of a
foreign atom or defect in the semiconductor crystal lattice. Auger recombination, a three-body
event (therefore having a probability that is dependent on carrier density cubed), is a non-radiative
recombination process where an electron relaxes to a valence band hole, transferring its energy to
a previously excited conduction band electron. The Auger recombination coefficient displays an
Arrhenius-type dependence on temperature [16]; i.e. there is an ‘activation energy’ below which
the effect is insignificant. At lower temperatures, the cubic dependence on carrier density (which
decreases according to Fermi-Dirac statistics) combined with the reduction in the Auger
recombination coefficient results in a negligible contribution to carrier loss. The overall result is a
considerable decrease in threshold current for laser diodes when temperature is decreased [18].
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For long wavelength devices discussed in this work (eye-safe regime), the dominant
temperature-dependent carrier loss mechanism is Auger recombination [17]. A single Auger
recombination event results in the loss of an electron-hole pair (necessary for stimulated emission
of a photon), loss of a third (now highly energetic) electron from the active region, and heat
generation as the third electron relaxes via phonon creation and lattice vibrations. This resulting
increase in temperature leads to an increase in carrier density and Auger coefficient, further
increasing the non-radiative recombination rates and decreasing the efficiency of the diode device.

Slope efficiency vs. temperature
Intrinsic optical losses decrease with decreasing temperature, manifesting as an increase in
slope efficiency, η. Optical losses include scattering and absorption within the device and losses
at each cleaved facet, dependent on surface (‘mirror’) reflectances. Mirror losses and scattering
due to lattice defects do not vary much with temperature [2]. Free carrier absorption (FCA) and
intervalence band absorption (IVBA) are generally agreed to be the primary absorption
mechanisms contributing to optical loss of long wavelength devices [20, 21]. FCA occurs when a
free electron in the conduction band absorbs a photon and is elevated to a higher energy level. The
excited electron then de-excites via phonon generation, increasing the temperature of the system.
IVBA is a free-carrier-absorption-type process in which a valence band hole is triggered by a
photon and transitions to another energy level within the valence band. Shown in Figure 3.2 is
an energy-wavevector (E-k) diagram demonstrating the IVBA process where a heavy hole (higher
effective mass) transitions to a light hole (lower effective mass) band after receiving energy from
an absorbed photon.
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Figure 3.2

E-k diagram demonstrating various intervalence band
absorption transtions from heavy-hole to light-hole
bands

IVBA decreases with decreasing temperatures due to carrier-density dependent gain, g(n),
remaining constant with temperature; at lower temperatures, fewer carriers are necessary to satisfy
the threshold gain condition.

This decrease in IVBA photon absorption (with g constant)

corresponds to an increase in slope efficiency since a larger portion of injected carriers contribute
to laser output. As such, cooling devices to low temperatures is an effective means to increase
slope efficiency and performance of a laser diode.

Diode voltage vs. temperature
The diode voltage required to maintain a given input current increases with decreasing
temperature due to a decrease in the thermal energy contribution to charge carriers. In other words,
a decrease in thermionic emission (temperature-driven flow of sufficiently energetic charge
carriers) at low temperatures necessitates a higher bias voltage for carriers to overcome potential
barriers (material heterobarriers and defects) to enable current flow. Additionally, low temperature
operation leads to freeze-out of holes, further increasing voltage required for operation [22].
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Experimental data (Figure 3.3 VI curve for several temperatures and Figure 3.4 VT fit)
demonstrate an approximately linear decrease in voltage with increasing temperature.

Figure 3.3

Sample experimental VI data for several operation
temperatures. Device 1: 14xx nm. (top to bottom: 193K,
233K, 273K)
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Diode voltage decreases linearly with temperature
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This voltage effect decreases device performance as temperature is decreased, directly
competing with the improvements in threshold current and slope efficiency at low temperatures.
Therefore, at a certain temperature the benefits of further cooling are no longer realizable; the
decrease in efficiency due to higher diode voltage surpasses the benefits of decreased threshold
current and increased slope efficiency. A thorough understanding of the temperature-dependent
voltage characteristics is therefore critical for optimizing diode laser performance. Development
of the empirical voltage model in this work will simplify voltage description of semiconductor
laser devices and facilitate further design improvements for low temperature devices.
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
Empirical models for diode laser operation
Threshold current and slope efficiency vary with junction temperature, T (Kelvin, or K).
Simple models that are used to predict changes in threshold current, Ith (A, or Amps) and slope
efficiency, η (W/A, or Watts per Amp) as temperature varies are shown below [23]:
𝛥𝑇
𝐼𝑡ℎ = 𝐼𝑡ℎ,𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ( )
𝑇0

4.1

𝛥𝑇
)
𝑇1

4.2

𝜂 = 𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

Here, T0 and T1 are empirical parameters for a typical laser diode that quantitatively describe a
particular device’s sensitivity to a change in junction temperature, ΔT = Tj - Tj,ref (compared to
each parameter at reference temperature, typically 20 or 25°C, for Ith,ref a ηref), of threshold current
(T0) and slope efficiency (T1). The practicality of these models lies in the fact that they describe
laser output as a function of temperature using a single parameter each for threshold current and
slope efficiency and avoid complex analysis of the underlying physics. Thus, temperaturedependent optical power output characteristics (light, or L) for a given device are known once T0
and T1 are determined – slope and intercept for each operation temperature are defined, resulting
in a linear output power as a function of current (LI) model.

Threshold current: ITH and T0
In Figure 4.1, experimental data for test diodes ‘Device 1: 14xx nm’ and ‘Device 2: 19xx
nm’ with parametric model fits for threshold current versus temperature are shown.
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Sample of parametric fit using T0 to model threshold
current as a function of temperature.

A larger T0 describes a device with a lower threshold current sensitivity to temperature. A
value of T0 = infinity would describe a device that exhibits no change in threshold current as
temperature is varied while a T0 value near zero (but not equal to zero) describes a rapidly (near
vertical) increasing threshold current as temperature is increased.

Slope efficiency: η and T1
Slope efficiency, η (W/A), modeled using Eq. (4.2) with temperature parameter T1,
characterizes the conversion efficiency of injected charge carriers to photons of laser light. A slope
efficiency of 100% describes operation where an increase in input electrical power results in an
equivalent increase in output optical power, i.e. linear slope is equal to 1 W/A. Real devices do not
exhibit this ideal behavior and have conversion efficiencies less than 100% stemming from the
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loss mechanisms related to carrier energy, carrier density, photon energy, and photon density
previously described in Section 2.

Current-voltage behavior of a PN diode
The voltage and current behavior for a laser diode can be effectively described using simple
PN junction diode relations starting with the ideal diode model shown below [12].
𝑞𝑉

𝐼(𝑉) = 𝐼𝑠 (𝑒 𝑘𝑇 − 1)

4.3

The current across the diode I(V) depends on the reverse bias saturation current, Is, temperature,
T, and voltage, V. In this first order approximation, saturation current and voltage are assumed to
constant with temperature. The q/kT term in the exponential is rewritten as the thermal voltage,
VT, for convenience:
𝑉𝑇 (𝑇) =

𝑘𝑇
𝑞

4.4

Note that above in Eq. (4.4) the temperature dependence on thermal voltage is explicitly stated by
denoting VT(T). The IV relation is more accurately described as additional terms are allowed to
vary with T. When these terms are ‘freed up’ to change with T, they will be identified via function
notation f(T). This progressive improvement in current-voltage approximation accuracy will be
demonstrated in the following sections by incrementally incorporating temperature dependence
for relevant parameters (summarized in Table 4.1 on page 43).
The current-voltage (IV) relationship is now rewritten as a voltage-current (VI) relationship
to conform to real-world operation of diodes. Since carrier injection levels are what primarily
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define photon generation rate, diode lasers are controlled via current sources. It is therefore more
convenient to view the VI relationship with current as the independent term and to calculate the
diode voltage for various injection levels and temperatures.
𝐼
𝑉(𝐼, 𝑇) = 𝑉𝑇 (𝑇) ∙ 𝑙𝑛 ( − 1) + 𝐼 ∙ 𝑅𝑠
𝐼𝑠

4.5

Again, for this first order model all parameters (with the exception of thermal voltage, V(T)) are
assumed constant with temperature. Shown below in Figure 4.2 is this first order V-I relationship:

T = 300K

T = 100K

Figure 4.2

First order V-I relationship for various temperatures.
Bottom to top: T = 100, 140, 180, 220, 260, and 300 K.

The above plot shows the 1st order voltage-current relationship for a range of temperatures
between 100 and 300K. Important to note is that the lowermost curve (T = 100K) displays a lower
operation voltage than the higher temperature curves. This is the opposite of what is expected and
what has been previously demonstrated with experimental data in Figure 3.3: a higher junction
temperature should result in an increased thermal energy contribution to the charge carriers, and
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therefore reduce the total required supply bias voltage for a given injection level. In a real laser
diode, diode voltage decreases with increasing temperature (refer back to Figure 3.4). Figure 4.3
below highlights the issues with the 1st order approximation: it is unrealistic to assume reverse
saturation current, Is, and intrinsic carrier density, ni, are constant with temperature.

constant with temperature
(A)

constant with temperature
(B)

[K]

Figure 4.3

(A) Intrinsic carrier concentration and (B) reverse bias
saturation current. 1st order approximation, constant
over temperature
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In this first order approximation, the major issue (and resulting V-I description issues) is
due to the assumption that reverse bias saturation current does not vary with temperature. A more
accurate approximation defines Is in the following manner [12]:

𝐼𝑠 (𝑇) = 𝐴𝑞 [

𝐷𝑝
𝐷𝑛
+
] ∙ 𝑛𝑖2 (𝑇)
𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝑝 𝑁𝐴 𝐿𝑛

4.6

where A is the cross sectional area of the device (to describe current through the device, I, instead
of current density, J), D (subscripted p and n for p-type and n-type regions) is the carrier diffusivity,
N (subscripted D for donor and A for acceptor) is the donor and acceptor concentration, and L is
the diffusion length. The intrinsic carrier concentration ni varies with temperature in this second
order approximation as well:

𝐸𝑔

𝑛𝑖2 (𝑇) = 𝑁𝑐 𝑁𝑣 ∙ 𝑒 −𝑘𝑇

4.7

where Nc and Nv denote carrier concentration in the conduction and valence bands, respectively.
The material bandgap, Eg, defined as the difference in the conduction band and valence band
energy levels, varies with temperature as well; for this second order approximation it is assumed
to be constant. In Figure 4.4 the intrinsic carrier concentration and reverse bias saturation current
are shown as functions of temperature for both the 1st order (constant with temperature) and 2nd
order (partial temperature dependence) cases.
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1st Order

(A)

2nd Order

1st Order

(B)

2nd Order

[K]

Figure 4.4

Intrinsic carrier density (A) and reverse bias saturation
current (B), 1st and 2nd order.

An intrinsic carrier density evaluated at 300K for the first order case differs from the
second order case by over 5 orders of magnitude at T = 160K. This results in a disparity in reverse
bias saturation current of more than 10 orders of magnitude at T=160K between the 1st and 2nd
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order evaluations. The 2nd order V-I relationship, a function of temperature in V(T), Is(T), and
ni2(T), is shown in Figure 4.5 on the following page.

T = 100K
2nd Order

T = 300K

T = 300K
1st Order

T = 100K

Figure 4.5

Voltage-current (V-I) relation for various temperatures,
T = 100 to 300 K. Shown is the 2nd order (dotted)
alongside the 1st order (solid) evaluations.

Note that in the 2nd order approximation, operation voltages decrease as temperature
increases. This is what is expected during diode operation, validating the increase in model
accuracy as temperature dependence of additional terms is incorporated.
For the 3rd order model, all terms that exhibit temperature dependence are allowed to vary
with T:
𝑛𝑖2 (𝑇) =

𝐸𝑔 (𝑇)
𝑁𝑐 (𝑇)𝑁𝑣 (𝑇)𝑒 − 2𝑘𝑇

3

3

2𝜋𝑘 2 𝑚𝑛∗ (𝑇) 𝑚𝑝∗ (𝑇) 4 3 −𝐸𝑔(𝑇)
= 2 ( 2 ) [(
)(
)] ∙ 𝑇 2 ∙ 𝑒 2𝑘𝑇
ℎ
𝑚0
𝑚0

4.8

In Eq. (4.8) above, m* (subscripted n and p for electrons and holes, respectively) denotes the
effective mass of charge carriers as a function of temperature. An approximation of the weak
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temperature dependence of the electron and hole effective masses employed in the 3rd order model
is provided below via a polynomial fit.
𝑚𝑛∗
= 𝐴𝑛 + 𝐵𝑛 𝑇 − 𝐶𝑛 𝑇 2
𝑚0

4.9

𝑚𝑝∗
= 𝐴𝑝 + 𝐵𝑝 𝑇 − 𝐶𝑝 𝑇 2
𝑚0

4.10

where A, B, C (subscripted with n- and p- carriers) are fit parameters following the analysis by
Barber et. al. [24]. The bandgap, Eg, is also now modelled with temperature dependence via the
parametric fit shown below, with fit parameters a and b [25]:
𝐸𝑔 = 𝐸𝑔0 −

𝑎𝑇 2
𝑇+𝑏

4.11

Using the equation above, a sample semiconductor (Silicon) bandgap temperature dependence
Eg(T) is shown in Figure 4.6. The bandgap varies by approximately 0.04 eV between temperatures
T = 100K and T = 300K in this example.

Figure 4.6

Sample of semiconductor material (Si in this example)
bandgap variation versus temperature, Eg(T) for T =
100K300K.
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The 3rd order intrinsic carrier concentration and reverse bias saturation currents (which
incorporate temperature dependence for all previously described terms) are compared to the 2nd
order approximation in Figure 4.7 below.

(A)

2nd Order
3rd Order

(B)

2nd Order
3rd Order

[K]

Figure 4.7

Intrinsic carrier concentration (A) and reverse bias
current (B) vs. temperature for 2nd and 3rd order models
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Parameters that include temperature dependence in the 3rd (and not 2nd) have little impact
on VI relation. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order approximations are rewritten below to clarify the progression
of the VI(T) model as full temperature dependence of relevant terms is incrementally incorporated:

Table 4.1 Summary of ideal diode equation as additional terms incorporate temperature
dependency
𝐼
𝑉(𝐼, 𝑇) = 𝑉𝑇 (𝑇) ∙ 𝑙𝑛 ( − 1) + 𝐼 ∙ 𝑅𝑠
𝐼𝑠

1st

𝑉𝑇 (𝑇) →

𝑘𝑇
,
𝑞

𝐼𝑠 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.

𝑉(𝐼, 𝑇) = 𝑉𝑇 (𝑇) ∙ ln (

𝐼
− 1) + 𝐼 ∙ 𝑅𝑠
𝐼𝑠 (𝑇)

𝐷𝑝
𝐷𝑛
𝐼𝑠 (𝑇) → 𝐴𝑞 [
+
] ∙ 𝑛𝑖2 (𝑇)
𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝑝 𝑁𝐴 𝐿𝑛

2nd

𝐸𝑔

𝑛𝑖2 (𝑇) → 𝑁𝑐 𝑁𝑣 ∙ 𝑒 −𝑘𝑇

(

3rd

𝐸𝑔 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.

𝐼

𝑉(𝐼, 𝑇) = 𝑉𝑇 (𝑇) ∙ 𝑙𝑛

𝑁𝑐 (𝑇)𝑁𝑣 (𝑇) ∙

,

𝐸𝑔 (𝑇)
𝐷𝑝
𝐷𝑛
𝐴𝑞 [𝑁 𝐿 + 𝑁 𝐿
] ∙ 𝑁𝑐 (𝑇)𝑁𝑣 (𝑇) ∙ 𝑒 − 𝑘𝑇
𝐷 𝑝
𝐴 𝑛

𝐸𝑔 (𝑇)
𝑒 − 𝑘𝑇

3

3

− 1 + 𝐼𝑅𝑠
)

2𝜋𝑘 2 𝑚𝑛∗ (𝑇) 𝑚𝑝∗ (𝑇) 4 3 −𝐸𝑔 (𝑇)
→ 2 ( 2 ) [(
)(
)] ∙ 𝑇 2 ∙ 𝑒 2𝑘𝑇
ℎ
𝑚0
𝑚0
𝑚𝑛∗
→ 𝐴𝑛 + 𝐵𝑛 𝑇 − 𝐶𝑛 𝑇 2
𝑚0
𝑚𝑝∗
→ 𝐴𝑝 + 𝐵𝑝 𝑇 − 𝐶𝑝 𝑇 2
𝑚0
𝑎𝑇 2
𝐸𝑔 (𝑇) → 𝐸𝑔0 −
𝑇+𝑏
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The increase in model accuracy for the 3rd order evaluation which incorporates temperature
dependence for all relevant terms is demonstrated in Figure 4.8 below. Note that the 2nd and 3rd
order evaluations are equivalent at T=300K; this is as expected, since the 2nd order terms which
are assumed constant are evaluated at T=300K, resulting in identical approximations at this
operating temperature.

2nd Order

3rd Order
T = 100K

T = 300K

Figure 4.8

T = 100K

T = 300K

2nd (left) and 3rd (right) order VI characteristic curves.
Temperatures 100-300K

Examining the 2nd and 3rd order approximations side-by-side, the increased accuracy as a
consequence of the full temperature dependence is apparent; the diode voltage, V, at all currents,
I, is roughly 5% greater in the 3rd order evaluation compared to the 2nd order at the lowest
temperature T = 100K. This result is better understood by analyzing the change in voltage as a
function of temperature, evaluated at a given injection current. This is equivalent to evaluating the
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diode voltage of each temperature curve along a vertical line that corresponds to the operation
current, shown in Figure 4.9 below and plotted in Figure 4.10.

V @ 1A

T = 100K

V @ 3A

T = 300K

2nd Order
3rd Order

Figure 4.9

Representation of voltage vs. temperature evaluation for
operating currents I = 1 and 3 Amps.

2nd Order
3rd Order

V(T) @ 3A

V(T) @ 1A

Figure 4.10

V(T) sample plot for 1A and 3A operating currents.
Shown are 2nd (solid) and 3rd (dash) order evaluations.
Behavior is approximated with a linear trend (dotted)
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In Figure 4.10, 2nd and 3rd order V(T) evaluations are plotted; the voltage varies
approximately linearly with temperature.

By describing the voltage versus temperature

relationship as a simple linear trend (found experimentally, similar to threshold current parameter,
T0, and slope efficiency parameter, T1), the analysis of the current-voltage characteristics
previously described can be avoided while adequately modelling device operation: the complex
temperature-dependent behavior of the 3rd order V(T) model is bundled into a single device
parameter.

The proposed parametric model for voltage as a function of temperature for a laser diode is
defined and experimentally determined as follows:
 A single parameter, M having units [mV/K], corresponds to ΔV0/ΔT (slope of the line
approximating V0(T)); see Fig. 13 and the following definition of V0
1. To experimentally determine M, measure the diode voltage as a function of injection
current (VI curve) for a range of operation temperatures
2. Fit a line to the VI curve in the range beyond turn-on (note that the slope of this line is the
series resistance of the device, Rs) for each temperature
3. Record the y-intercept (for convenience will now be called V0, the ‘zero-voltage’) of this
line for each operation temperature
4. This single curve, V0(T), can now be described with the defined M-parameter,
corresponding to the slope of the linear approximation

Provided this newly defined voltage-temperature parameter, M, and the series resistance,
Rs (effectively temperature-independent) of a laser diode, the change in voltage as a function of
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temperature and current is adequately and simplistically described. Coupled with the established
T0 and T1 (threshold current and slope efficiency) parametric models, the M-parameter allows for
a more thorough description of device performance by enabling prediction of power conversion
efficiency (PCE) as a function of temperature. Validation of this newly presented parametric
model with agreement to experimental data is provided in Section 6.0
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5.0 METHODS
Overview
Low temperature testing of laser diodes required development of an environmentally
controllable test bench. At the low temperatures (less than -50°C) desired for temperaturedependent characterization of test devices, condensation of moisture and impurities onto cold
surfaces is an issue. Condensation of water vapor and other gases present in air at atmospheric
conditions onto the diode facet affects operation and can result in contamination and damage of
test device. An appropriate test setup for consistent and stable temperature tests down to at least 80°C (193K) should therefore incorporate humidity and environmental control. Convenient
optical and electrical access are necessary to measure diode LIV characteristics. Several test
solutions were considered and evaluated prior to implementation of the final diode characterization
setup.

Table 5.1 Overview of potential testing stations for low temperature diode laser
characterization
Environmental chamber

Tabletop enclosure

Vacuum-cryostat

Cold-cycle environmental
chamber for low temperature
(233K) device testing (no
humidity control)

Thermoelectric cooler +
chiller combination cold test
stage with plastic enclosure
for inert gas flow (humidity
mitigation)

Commercial liquid-nitrogencooled optical device testing
unit. Vacuum station
removes atmosphere and
prevents condensation issues

5.1.1 Windowed refrigerator environmental test chamber
A refrigerant-cooled test chamber capable of temperature control down to -40°C was
considered as an option for the diode test bench. Optical access to the test device was possible
through a viewing window on the front of the unit. A small side port with a thermally-isolating
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foam plug permits electrical connections for current supply and voltage measurement at the diode.
Limitations of the refrigerator unit test setup included lack of humidity control and ill-defined
optical losses through the multi-pane viewing window. To mitigate condensation issues associated
with poor humidity control of the test chamber, inert gas could be flowed through the chamber to
replace atmospheric air and eliminate moisture. This, in addition to construction of an entirely
custom diode fixture within the chamber greatly increased the complexity of the test procedure.
Poor thermal contact of the diode mount with the chamber (convective only, built on posts in the
chamber) limits the heatsinking capabilities of the setup resulting in increased operation
temperature of the heatsink and diode junction.

5.1.2 Custom tabletop environmental test chamber
Construction of a custom, environmentally-controllable test setup on an optical table was
explored as an alternative to the refrigeration unit. A liquid cooled (water + ethylene glycol)
copper heatsink in combination with a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) could be used to achieve low
temperature diode testing. A chiller running a 50/50 ethylene glycol/water mixture can effectively
cool a copper block heatsink to temperatures near 0°C. A thermoelectric cooler driven with an
appropriate temperature controller can maintain a temperature differential between the ‘hot’ and
‘cold’ faces of the TEC device. By sinking heat from the TEC ‘hot’ face through the cooled copper
block, the TEC can be driven to maintain a lower temperature on the cold face. The performance
of the chiller and TEC combination was investigated; lab tests struggled to achieve temperatures
below -20°C.
The construction of this setup on a lab bench top additionally suffered from direct exposure
to atmosphere. Similar to the refrigeration chamber, condensation of moisture onto the diode facet
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becomes an issue at low temperatures. To eliminate moisture from the test environment, nitrogen
gas could be flowed into an enclosed test setup. To this end, a plastic enclosure could be used to
contain the controlled gas environment or a custom chamber could be constructed around the test
setup. Both options increase the complexity of the test setup and affect the repeatability of the test
procedure.

5.1.3 Cryostat + vacuum pump
The third test setup considered incorporates a liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled cryostat
(Oxford Optistat DN-V) and vacuum pumping station. Optical cryostats are specifically designed
for laboratory experiments such as spectroscopy that require low temperatures or cold detectors
(down to ~77K for liquid nitrogen, ~4K for liquid helium). Vacuum pressures below ~1x10-4 Torr
are necessary for adequate convective thermal isolation of the cold-arm from surrounding
atmosphere. Additionally, removal of the air from the test chamber eliminates the issue of
moisture condensation onto the test devices. At sufficiently low vacuum pressures, however,
backstreaming of oil from wet pumps becomes an issue. Oil that is streamed into the chamber
condenses onto cold surfaces of the cryostat – in the case of the cryostat, these surfaces are the
LN2 vessel and cold arm with the mounted test device. A vacuum system for operation with the
cryostat should therefore be fully dry. A turbomolecular pump backed by a (dry) diaphragm pump
(Pfeiffer HiCube Eco80 pumping station) capable of pumping to less than 1e-4 Torr was purchased
as an appropriate solution.
The cryostat unit was shipped with a submount for industry standard C-mount diode laser
devices (Figure 5.1– C-mount devices). In-house fabrication of an aluminum mount for chip-onsubmount (Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3) single-emitter testing achieved efficient thermal contact of
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the heatsink with the cold arm of the cryostat and enabled easy swapping of custom submount test
devices. Electrical access for the diode current supply and voltage probes was possible through a
vacuum sealed electrical port on the top of the cryostat.

Figure 5.1

Left: Single C-mount laser diode, showing gold wire
bonds to metal contact flag. Right: Tray of several Cmount laser diode devices for low-temperature
performance characterization.

Figure 5.2

Submount designed and fabricated in-house (left) for
simple positioning of test devices onto the cold arm of
the cryostat. Diode current supply and voltage
measurement provided by soldered leads
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Figure 5.3

Submount fixed to cold arm of cryostat. Diode current
supply and voltage measurement provided by wires
soldered through electrical isolator and fixed to mount
via screws.

An integrated temperature controller (Mercury ITC) allowed consistent, stable temperature
set points of the test device in the cryostat by balancing the flow of liquid nitrogen to the cold arm
and integrated heater control. Regulation of both the heatsink temperature (77K to >300K) and
testing environment coupled with simple electrical and optical access resulted in a convenient,
highly repeatable testing station for device characterization at low temperatures.
As a tool to aid in the down-selection of potential test setups, a decision matrix was
constructed and is shown (Table 5.2). Testing solutions were evaluated in four categories:
complexity, cost, control, and repeatability. Higher scores reflect more desirable traits of each test
setup - the setup with the highest score was chosen as the final test solution.
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Table 5.2 Decision matrix for down-selection of test setup. Each option is scored 1-5,
with higher scores being more desirable. Highest total score
(Cryostat+vacuum: 15) is selected as the final test setup.
Refrigeration chamber
Complexity
2
Cost
4
Control
2
Repeatability
3
TOTAL
11

Tabletop chamber
1
5
1
2
9

Cryostat + vacuum
4
1
5
5
15

High complexity inherent to the refrigerator and tabletop chamber arises from the need to
construct entirely custom test setups and to flow inert gas to mitigate condensation issues. These
issues for the refrigerator and tabletop setup are reflected in the low scores for complexity and
control, while the cryostat scores highly here due to the convenience of the environmentallycontrollable laboratory package. The cryostat scores lowest in the cost category due to the high
cost of the lab equipment and necessity of a pumping station and temperature controller. The high
level of repeatability and precise temperature/environmental control necessary for device
characterization outweigh the high cost associated with the cryostat, however, and the
cryo/vacuum system was chosen for laboratory tests.
The cryostat setup proved to be an appropriate solution that allowed simple, precise
temperature measurements of diode devices (Figure 5.4 - Figure 5.6). Operation under vacuum
mitigated the issue of condensation of moisture onto devices which could result in poor operation
and device damage. The fully dry pumping station (Figure 5.7) eliminated the risk of oil
backstreamed into the chamber which could affect diode performance.
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Figure 5.4

Optistat DN-V cryostat chamber for low temperature
device testing. Top chamber houses the liquid nitrogen
in thermally isolated dewar, with vent-controlled flow to
cold arm in bottom chamber

Vacuum hose

Electrical port

LN2 flow

Figure 5.5

Top view of cryostat. Vacuum hose connection, LN2
flow control, electrical access to test devices.
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Figure 5.6

Laser viewed on IR phosphor wand through window of
cryostat.

Figure 5.7

Pfieffer HiCube ECO80 turbomolecular pumping
station, necessary for low-temperature cryostat
operation.
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Diode performance measurement methods
LIV characteristics for each test device were measured using the vacuum-cryostat system
described above. A calibrated high-power, air-cooled thermopile (Gentec-EO, NIST-traceable)
was used to measure optical power of the laser as a function of drive current. Thermopiles are an
array of thermocouples which generate a thermoelectric current from temperature gradients. A
thermopile power meter converts the associated change in temperature due to heating caused by
absorbed radiation into a measurement of optical power. With an appropriate material to absorb
incident radiation, thermopiles are ideal sensors for IR measurements due to relatively flat
absorption (and therefore measurement sensitivity) over the wavelength range. Diode voltage was
measured using a digital multimeter (DMM) with probes fed through the cryostat chamber to the
chip. Each test device was characterized between 193K and 298K (-80°C to 25°C).

Table 5.3 Equipment list for vacuum-cryostat characterization station

DEVICE / MODEL
Optistat DN-V (optical cryostat)
HiCube ECO80 turbomolelular vacuum pump
Digital multimeter (Fluke series 80)
High-power thermopile (power meter)
Optical spectrum analyzer (AQ6730D)

MANUFACTURER
Oxford Scientific
Pfeiffer Vacuum
Fluke
Gentec EO
Yokogawa

‘Gold standard’ test setup
Calibration of the measured voltage and optical power was necessary to correct for series
resistance effects of the high current and voltage probe wires fed into the chamber and for optical
power loss due to clipping of the fast axis and reflectance losses of the cryostat window. A
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calibration setup was built on the lab table to perform voltage and optical power experiments to be
defined as ‘gold standard’ measurements.
For the chip-on-submount devices, a four-point-probe setup was used to collect the gold
standard calibration data (Figure 5.8). Voltage was probed directly at the diode and the thermopile
was positioned at the emitter to accurately measure optical power. For the C-mount devices, a
thermoelectric cooled diode laser mount (Arroyo, series 242 laser mount) was used to perform
LIV tabletop calibration experiments (Figure 5.9). Voltage was measured via probe wires built
into the mount; optical power was measured using the thermopile positioned at the emitter. Data
was collected at room temperature and defined as the gold standard for each test device. Each
device was then characterized in the cryostat setup at the same temperature setpoint as the gold
standard TEC laser mount experiment.
The voltage increase with drive current due to series resistance was assumed to be equal at
each temperature setpoint (summarized in following section). The optical losses due to clipping
and window reflectance through the cryostat port were assumed to be constant over the wavelength
range tested for each device. Thus, the temperature-dependent wavelength shift for each device
over the tested temperature range was assumed to result in a negligible change in optical loss for
each device. The gold standard test point (room temperature, 298K) was used to calibrate the
voltage and optical loss for every temperature setpoint. Optical losses and series resistance effects
inherent to the test setup accounted for 5~10% decrease in measured wallplug efficiency of tested
devices.
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Figure 5.8

Gold standard test setup for submount test devices.
Voltage measured directly at the laser diode.
Thermistor and TEC were used for precision
temperature control. Optical power was measured with
a high-power thermopile.

Figure 5.9

Gold standard test setup for C-mount test devices.
Voltage measured directly at the laser diode via wires to
Arroyo mount. Optical power was measured with a
high-power thermopile.
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6.0 RESULTS
Description of data
Experimental data and characterization for a single laser diode are summarized in the
following sections to demonstrate the analysis method. The characterization process for each test
device is identical (results for each device are provided in Appendix A).
Using the previously described vacuum-cryostat setup, LIV data for each chip was
collected at various temperatures between 150K and 300K. First, a calibration using the gold
standard setup at room temperature was conducted. A sample comparison of the voltage and
optical power measured using the gold standard setup and the cryostat is provided in Figure 6.1
and Figure 6.2. The difference in measured voltage (due to series resistance of wire leads used
for current supply) is subtracted out for the voltage measurements at each temperature for each
device (Figure 6.1).
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Diode voltage (V)

16.0
1.000

12.0
y = 3.0182x - 1
R² = 0.9883

0.950

8.0

0.900
Device 1
CW, 14xx nm
150 µm x 3 mm

0.850

0.0
0.0

Figure 6.1

4.0

Voltage difference (mV)

1.050

Cryostat
Gold standard

2.0
4.0
Current (A)

6.0

Voltage calibration using gold standard setup and
cryostat measurements at room temperature
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Optical power loss due to beam clipping and window reflectance (experimentally found to
account for between 5-10% power loss) is next accounted for; this sample calibration is shown in
Figure 6.2.
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2.00

2.00

1.50

Correction
factor = 1.13

1.00

0.50
Device 1
CW, 14xx nm
150 µm x 3 mm
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Figure 6.2

1.00

1.0
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3.0 4.0 5.0
Current (A)

6.0

Gold standard / Cryo

Optical Power (W), Before
Calibration

Cryostat
Gold standard

0.00

7.0

Optical power calibration using gold standard and
cryostat measurements at room temperature.

After determining the calibration factors for voltage and optical measurements, LIV data
was collected. A sample room temperature LIV measurement demonstrating gold standard
calibration is provided in Figure 6.3 on the following page.
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Figure 6.3
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Current (A)

10.0

0.000
12.0

Sample of room temperature LIV curve before and after
calibration of series resistance and optical losses

The calibration factors for the room temperature test are applied for each temperature set
point – series resistance and clipping losses are assumed to vary a negligible amount with
temperature. This assumption is reasonable – changes in series resistance effects are inherent to
the changes in bulk semiconductor conductivity which varies an insignificant amount over the
tested temperature range. Additional changes in series resistance can be attributed to changes in
conductivity of wire leads. A temperature-dependent change in conductivity due to cryogenic
cooling would only affect components in thermal contact with the cold arm; the wire leads outside
of the cryostat are unaffected by the changes in operation temperature and therefore the resistance
of the entire link varies a negligible amount for the temperature tests (experimental data in Figure
6.8 justifies the series resistance insensitivity to temperature – the slopes of the VI curves provided
do not change with temperature). Optical power losses due to clipping and, primarily, window
reflectance are also assumed constant with temperature. Temperature-dependent wavelength drift
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for each device assumed to be 0.5 nm/°C equates to a change in wavelength of 50nm over the
tested temperature range of 190-300K; manufacturer specification for the wavelength-dependent
reflectivity of the C-coated cryostat window (provided in Appendix B) is flat over the wavelength
range of tested devices.
LIV curves for ‘Device 1: 14xx nm’ over the tested temperature range (193K to 298K) are
shown in Figure 6.4 below. The optical output increases linearly at low drive currents (slope of
this line is the previously defined slope efficiency, η), but begins to roll over due to self-heating at
higher currents.
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6
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T = 283K

2
1
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0
0

5

10

15

Current (A)

Figure 6.4

Sample Light vs. Current (LI) curve set for temperature
tests (193K, 223K, 233K, 243K, 253K, 263K, 273K,
283K) for ‘Device 1: 14xx nm’.

From the LI curves shown above, threshold current and slope efficiency parameters (T0 and
T1) can be extracted. Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 demonstrate sample least squares regression fits
to linear portions of the LI and VI curves for a single temperature. The linear range (before powerrollover due to self-heating) for the LI curves is defined between 1 and 4 amps.
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Least squares fit to linear range (1 to 4A) LI curve for
threshold current Ith and slope efficiency η
determination for a single temperature
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Linear fit to VI curve for series resitance (Rs, slope) and
V0 (y-intercept) determination for a single temperature

The previously described linear fits to light-current and voltage-current curves are
implemented at every temperature set point to generate the desired temperature-dependent-
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parameter curves Ith(T), η(T), and V0(T) corresponding to threshold current, slope efficiency, and
‘zero voltage,’ respectively. Temperature-insensitive series resistance, Rs, is found by averaging
all Rs values determined by the slope of each linear VI fit. Shown in Figure 6.7and Figure 6.8 are
sample LI and VI curve sets for every tested temperature of a particular device (‘Device 1: 14xx
nm’) demonstrating the full evaluation process for parameter calculations.
For the measured LI curves shown in Figure 6.7, a multiplicative error of 1.5% is
associated with each optical power measurement due to the measurement uncertainty of the
thermopile; ordinary least squares regression routines are robust and accommodate this
multiplicative error.
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Linear region of each LI curve at every tested
temperatures. X-intercept of each linear fit is the
threshold current of the device. Top to bottom: 193K,
223K, 233K, 243K, 253K, 263K, 273K, 283K
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VI curve set for all tested temperatures. Top to bottom:
193K, 223K, 233K, 243K, 253K, 263K, 273K, 283K

Standard deviation of the voltage measurements as a function of input current is shown
below in Figure 6.9. The measured voltage as a function of drive current displays a small degree
of heteroscedasticity; standard deviation of the diode voltage increases with current.
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Standard deviation in measured voltage as a function of
current.
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To account for the heteroscedasticity of the voltage data, a weighted least squares
regression routine is performed. Each data point is weighted by 1/σ (reciprocal of standard
deviation, σ) in the manner shown below:
𝑦𝑖 𝑥𝑖 𝜖𝑖
= +
𝜎𝑖 𝜎𝑖 𝜎𝑖

6.1

This weighting scheme for linear regression has the effect of assigning more importance to data
with lower standard deviation; data measured at lower currents have larger weights since the
associated measurement error is lower and they are more ‘trusted’. These two methods of linear
regression are performed to extract the zero-voltage (y-intercept of linear fit, turn-on) and series
resistance (slope of linear fit) and are shown in Figure 6.10 below: ordinary least squares (OLS)
and weighted least squares as previously described are compared.
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Comparison of VI linear fit using ordinary least squares
(dotted) and weighted least squares (solid) for ‘Device 1:
14xx nm’ at 193K
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The slope and intercept information extracted from the weighted least squares routine
accounts for the heteroscedasticity of the voltage data. The WLS method results in a zero-voltage
estimate approximately 2mV smaller than the OLS method: V0,OLS = 1.011mV and V0,WLS =
1.013mV. The series resistance obtained via WLS is .027 ohms. Standard error is propagated
through the least squares regressions to associate a prediction uncertainty in the final reported
models.
Inspecting the (previously displayed Figure 6.8) plots of the voltage-current data for each
temperature, a tendency for the measured voltage to depart from linear increase in a similar fashion
to the optical power vs. current plots (i.e. measurements stray from the linear trend to lower
voltages as a function of current) is apparent. This, too, is a result of self-heating due to thermal
resistance: the junction temperature increases at higher input currents, shifting the measured
voltages to a higher temperature VI curve. A model that accounts for temperature variations due
to increased input power (incorporating thermal resistance, Rth [K/W], to calculate temperature
shift to new voltage line at higher drive currents) would more accurately describe voltage (and
light) behavior. For the purpose of extracting V0 and series resistance information for calculating
the M-parameter, however, this is not necessary as demonstrated in the following pages.
The effects of temperature on device operation are now apparent: as temperature decreases,
threshold current decreases while slope efficiency and diode voltage increase. Series resistance is
unchanged with temperature. These qualitative temperature trends are summarized in Table 6.1
on the following page.
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Table 6.1 Operational parameters: qualitative responses to changes in temperature.
‘Red’ denotes a relative decrease in device efficiency/performance and ‘green’
denotes an increase.

Parameter

Temperature ↑ Temperature ↓

I th

↑

↓

η
V0
Rs

↓

↑

↓

↑

-

-

The following figures (Figure 6.11- Figure 6.13) show the model approximations to the
temperature-dependent operation parameters: Ith(T) given by Eq. (4.1) and described by T0, η(T)
given by Eq. (4.2) and described by T1, and V0, the newly defined linear model described by M.
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Threshold current as a function of temperature is
modelled by Eq. (4.1) and temperature parameter T0
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The experimentally determined temperature parameters (the model fits in Figure 6.11 Figure 6.13) for sample chip ‘Device 1: 14xx nm’ are provided in Table 6.2 below. Using only
these parameters, the temperature-dependent LIV curves can be generated.

With the

parametrically generated LIV data, PCE is calculated and shown to agree well with experimental
data.

Table 6.2 Temperature parameters for ‘Device 1: 14xx nm’ used to generate parametric
operation models

Parameter

Value

Units

T0

80

K

T1

248

K

M

-1.22

mV/K

Rs

0.027

Ω

Table 6.3 Temperature-dependent data generated using parameters from Table 4 and
plotted with experimental data in Figures 6.14 and 6.15.
Temp
Ith
Voltage SE
Rs
193
0.20 1.0155
0.67
0.027
223
0.30 0.9789
0.60
0.027
233
0.34 0.9667
0.57
0.027
243
0.39 0.9545
0.55
0.027
253
0.45 0.9423
0.53
0.027
263
0.51 0.9301
0.51
0.027
273
0.59 0.9179
0.49
0.027
RMSE
0.015
0.005
0.01
0.001

Light and voltage versus current (LIV) and power conversion efficiency (wallplug
efficiency) at any desired temperature within the tested region are fully described with the
parameters summarized in Table 6.3. The LIV and PCE curves generated for T=193K, 233K, and
273K are compared to experimental data in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 below.

The

approximations show good agreement with experimental data, demonstrating validity of the
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established threshold current and slope efficiency parametric models and the newly defined linear
voltage model described by the M-parameter. LIV and PCE model comparisons for all tested
devices are provided in Appendix A.
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‘Device 1: 14xx nm’ LI experimental data compared to
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Estimated wallplug is higher than experimental at 193K.
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In Figure 6.15, the predicted wallplug efficiency at 193K exceeds the measured values by
approximately 10%.

This is attributed to over-predictions of threshold current and slope

efficiency, demonstrated in the LI curves in Figure 6.14. These prediction errors in the optical
output are due to the T0 and T1 model temperature ranges of validity; the exponential models do
not appropriately describe threshold current and slope efficiency at lower temperatures.
A sample determination of thermal resistivity for a test device is shown in Figure 6.16 and
Figure 6.17. A temperature dependent wavelength shift of 0.5nm/K is assumed to estimate
junction temperature using spectral data. Centroid wavelength recorded at each current level
enables extraction of temperature increase at each input current. Excess power (difference
between input electrical power and output optical power) generates heat which in turn increases
junction temperature. Finally, the temperature increase per increase in drive power is calculated,
yielding thermal resistance, Rth with units of K/W.
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Sample spectrum used to determine centroid wavelength
at each drive current for a single temperature point
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Linear fit to change in temperature (found by
wavelength shift) vs. excess supply power (difference
between electrical and optical power). Slope of this fit is
the thermal resistance, Rth (K/W)

Several high-power, high-efficiency devices were tested in the cryostat chamber per the
method outlined in Section 5. Results are summarized in Table 6.4 below and temperaturedependent operational parameters are reported.

Table 6.4 Summary of temperature terms for characterization of tested devices
Device

T0 (K)

T1 (K)

M (mV/K)

Rs (Ω)

DEVICE 1
14xx nm

80

248

-1.22

0.027

DEVICE 2
19xx nm

65

331

-1.14

0.042

DEVICE 3
15xx nm

79

265

-1.04

0.032
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7.0 DISCUSSION
Voltage model validation
The voltage-temperature model, V0(T) with temperature parameter, M, is shown to agree
well with experimental data for the devices characterized at low temperatures. Figure 7.1 below
shows the experimental zero-voltage data with the linear fit with slope M. Over the temperature
range tested in the cryostat (193K-283K), the linear trend accurately predicts the diode voltage
(+/- 5mV) for ‘Device 1: 14xx nm’; the largest error occurs at 223K and equal to 0.43% (1.0054V
model prediction vs. 1.0098V experimental).
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‘Device 1: 14xx nm’ V0(T) experimental vs. model
comparison

The following figure (Figure 7.2) demonstrates the agreement of V(T) generated by the V0
model compared to the experimental data measured at temperatures of 193K, 233K, and 273K.
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Voltage vs. current curves generated using the V0 model
compared to experimental data. Top to bottom: 193K,
233K, 273K.

Next, the established threshold current and slope efficiency models (via T0 and T1) are used
to generate LI data and compared to laboratory results (Figure 7.3).

Agreement between

parametric-model-generated data and experiment is acceptable for temperatures of 233K and
273K. The predicted values for optical power at 193K are consistently high due to over-predicting
slope efficiency and under predicting threshold current using the T0 and T1 parametric models.
This is believed to be caused by assuming model accuracy outside of acceptable temperature
regions; slope efficiency cannot increase exponentially as temperature decreases.

At low

temperatures (e.g. 193K), the exponential models are no longer appropriate for predicting
threshold current and slope efficiency.
Finally, power conversion efficiency is calculated and shown in Figure 7.4 on the
following page. Maximum error of 10% over-prediction occurs for the measurements taken at
193K due to model errors in the LI data (the previously described violation of temperature range
validity for the T0 and T1 models). At 233K and 273K, PCE error does not exceed 5%.
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Light-current data generated using threshold current
and slope efficiency temperature parameters (lines)
compared to laboratory data.
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generated curves compared to experiment
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The agreement between the PCE data predicted using the temperature parameters for
threshold current, slope efficiency, zero-voltage + series resistance and experimental data is
acceptable (+/- 3%, sufficient for device benchmarking and characterization predictions); the
proposed linear voltage-temperature model is valid. The linear voltage model appropriately
predicts voltage over the tested range (down to 193K) and is predicted by the numerical models to
be valid to at least 350K (and potentially higher, though only experimentally verified to 300K).
An exploratory analysis of voltage sensitivity to temperature-dependent changes in device
parameters at various temperatures was performed using the third order V(I,T) model previously
described in Section 4. First, the percent change in each parameter for an increase in temperature
of 1% was found. The change in voltage V(T) at a drive current of 3 Amps was then found
independently for each parameter’s calculated change due to the 1% temperature increase.
Voltage sensitivities were normalized to compare each parameter, shown in Figure 7.5 on the
following page. The sensitivities were calculated at three different temperature set points: 193K,
233K and 273K. No significant temperature-dependent changes in parameter sensitivity is present
over the inspected temperature range.
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Change in voltage due to 1% increase in various
parameters are quantified above for operation at 193K,
233K, and 273K

Temperature-dependent voltage changes are most sensitive to intrinsic carrier density, ni,
reverse bias saturation current, Is, and thermal voltage, Vt (greater than 25% contribution to voltage
changes for each parameter). Bandgap, carrier mobility, and carrier effective mass contribute less
to changes in voltage as temperature varies (less than 2% total).
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8.0 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Improvements to experiment
The cryostat testing station proved to be a suitable solution for characterizing diode laser
performance at low temperatures. However, several aspects of the testing station and data
collection process can be improved. Primarily, uncertainty in measured data could be greatly
reduced by implementing several modifications to the setup and measurement methods.
A dedicated temperature sensor for in-situ measurement of junction temperature of test
devices would enable more accurate temperature readouts. The temperatures reported for the
collected data were determined via a temperature sensor mounted to the cold arm of the cryostat.
This sensor communicates with the temperature controller to adjust the cryostat heater (balanced
by the liquid nitrogen coolant) to reach the desired temperature setpoint. During operation, it is
likely that the actual temperature of the diode fixture is higher than the cold-arm sensor displays
due to self-heating - especially at high current. A sensor fixed directly to the diode mount would
mitigate the uncertainty associated with the reported temperature data.
Optical power loss due to clipping of the fast axis through the cryostat window was
calibrated via comparison to the gold-standard room temperature results. For the devices tested in
this experiment, this calibration was sufficient. For future tests, however, devices may exhibit a
greater fast axis divergence which could result in a greater degree of beam clipping. Additionally,
at higher current injection levels higher order modes begin to lase. The lasing of higher order
modes further increases the fast axis divergence, resulting in a non-linear change in optical power
loss as current increases due to clipping of the beam by the cryostat window. Tests should
therefore calibrate power loss as a function of drive current to appropriately account for beam
clipping of devices exhibiting especially large fast-axis divergence.
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The laboratory test setup consists of numerous components – cryostat, vacuum pumping
station, voltage probe DMM, optical thermopile, laser diode power supply, optical spectrum
analyzer, and associated miscellaneous mounts and fibers.

Manual monitoring and

control/placement of each of these devices during data collection often proved to be difficult (and
time consuming) and could possibly lead to misread (or not read) data points. Each of the machines
involved in the characterization process have the capability for computer control - it would be a
worthwhile endeavor to design and implement an automated testing station for future low
temperature laboratory work. To this end, Labview would be a suitable control platform.

Voltage model considerations
The newly developed and experimentally validated voltage model is briefly discussed in
Sections 6 and 7. A linear approximation is shown to be sufficient to describe temperaturedependent voltage behavior of laser diodes. A more thorough investigation of the linear model
and the underlying physics that corroborate the linear trend, is a great starting point for future low
temperature diode design work. Teasing out the intricacies of a full 3rd order temperature model
with a comparison to the simple linear model would offer insight into the critical parameters
governing device performance. Developing a better understanding of these mechanisms and their
response to design changes is a promising research endeavor for implementing new diode laser
designs for ultra-high performance devices.
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9.0 CONCLUSION
Three eye-safe diode laser devices were characterized at low temperatures using a liquid
nitrogen cooled cryostat setup. Established empirical models used to predict threshold current and
slope efficiency as a function of temperature were validated using the low temperature
experimental data. For especially low temperature tests, the empirical models for optical power
characteristics (T0 and T1) are shown to over-predict threshold current and slope efficiency. This
results in an over-prediction of wallplug efficiency at low temperatures. A new empirical model
and temperature parameter, V0(T) modelled with the now defined M-parameter, was developed and
shown to adequately describe tested device voltage behavior. This voltage-temperature model
enables an accurate, simple description of device performance over a wide range of test
temperatures (193K – 300K in the tested data, greater than 350K numerically modelled). A full
analysis of the complex temperature-dependent voltage physics governing semiconductor laser
devices for performance prediction is avoided by defining the M-parameter for a given laser diode.
The M-parameter coupled with T0 and T1 enables prediction of power conversion efficiency
as a function of temperature, a critical laser performance metric. Predictions of wallplug efficiency
compared to experimental data are shown to be accurate down to 233K. At lower temperatures
(193K experimentally), the optical characteristic parameters (T0 and T1 using exponential models
for threshold current and slope efficiency) are no longer valid, though the M-parameter still
adequately describes diode voltage.

Future work aimed to analyze and develop ultra-high

efficiency diode lasers will benefit from the implementation of the V0(T) device description and
characteristic M-parameter.
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APPENDIX A: PARAMETER FITS, LIV/PCE COMPARISONS FOR TESTED DEVICES
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‘Device 1: 14xx nm’: (A) Threshold current data and T0
model comparison. (B) Slope efficiency data and T1 model
comparison. (C) Zero voltage data and M-parameter model
comparison. (D) VI curve comparison of experimental data
and linear model + series resistance fit
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‘Device 1: 14xx nm’: Top: LI curve comparing
experimental data and predicted values using empircal
models. Bottom: Comparison of experimental power
conversion efficiency to predicted PCE (using empircal
models)
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‘Device 2: 19xx nm’: Top: LI curve comparing
experimental data and predicted values using empircal
models. Bottom: Comparison of experimental power
conversion efficiency to predicted PCE (using empircal
models)
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APPENDIX B: MANUFACTURER DATA FOR CRYOSTAT REFLECTANCE

Figure B.1

Over the range of tested wavelengths, (eye-safe region
1.5-2.0 um in bars above), the reflectance of the cryostat
window varies by less than 1% for every tested
temperature
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APPENDIX C: MATLAB CODE DEVELOPED FOR TEMPURATURE-DEPENDENT
ANALYSIS OF CURRENT AND VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF
LASER DIODES

%
%
%
%
%
%

PN_Voltage_v_current_for_temperature.m
by Grant Brodnik
finds the voltage across a forward biased PN junction diode for a given
input current (provide I vector), at various temperatures
First order, second order, and higher order evaluations possible

%
%
tic
% clc
close all
file = 'C:\Users\brodnigm\Documents\Courses\Thesis\Lab Data\D1 14xx and D2
19xx power, efficiency curves with voltage, window corrections.xlsx';
I0 = 0;
dI = .01;
I_f = 6;
I = I0:dI:I_f;
temp_vec = [100:20:300];
T0 = 300;
Rs_0 = .01;
Eg0 = 2;
dRs_dI = 0.01;
Rs_14xx = .018;
Rs_19xx = .03;
Eg0_14xx = 1.4;
Eg0_19xx = 1.8;
len_T = length(temp_vec);
len_I = length(I);
% Initialize vectors for voltage v current, intrinsic&Is v temperature
V1_T = zeros(len_T,len_I);
V2_T = zeros(len_T,len_I);
V3_T = zeros(len_T,len_I);
V2_T_D1
V3_T_D1
V2_T_D2
V3_T_D2

=
=
=
=

zeros(len_T,len_I);
zeros(len_T,len_I);
zeros(len_T,len_I);
zeros(len_T,len_I);
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ni_1O = zeros(len_T,1);
ni_2O = zeros(len_T,1);
ni_3O = zeros(len_T,1);
Is_1O = zeros(len_T,1);
Is_2O = zeros(len_T,1);
Is_3O = zeros(len_T,1);

% color map for lines display
color = jet(len_T);
% create figure windows for plots
hold on
figure(1)
for i = 1:1:len_T
[V2_T(i,:),ni_2O(i,1),Is_2O(i,1)] =
second_order(I,Rs_0,temp_vec(i),T0,Eg0);
[V3_T(i,:),ni_3O(i,1),Is_3O(i,1)] =
third_order(I,Rs_0,temp_vec(i),Eg0);
[V3_T_D1(i,:),ni_3O(i,1),Is_3O(i,1)] =
third_order(I,Rs_14xx,temp_vec(i),Eg0_14xx);
[V2_T_D1(i,:),ni_2O(i,1),Is_2O(i,1)] =
second_order(I,Rs_14xx,temp_vec(i),T0,Eg0_14xx);
[V3_T_D2(i,:),ni_3O(i,1),Is_3O(i,1)] =
third_order(I,Rs_19xx,temp_vec(i),Eg0_19xx);
[V2_T_D2(i,:),ni_2O(i,1),Is_2O(i,1)] =
second_order(I,Rs_19xx,temp_vec(i),T0,Eg0_19xx);
[V1_T(i,:),ni_1O(i,1),Is_1O(i,1)] =
first_order(I,Rs_0,temp_vec(i),T0,Eg0);
%
figure(1)
plot(I,abs(V1_T(i,:)),'Color',color(i,:))
plot(I,abs(V2_T(i,:)),'Color',color(i,:))
plot(I,abs(V3_T(i,:)),'Color',color(i,:))
xlabel('Current [A]')
ylabel('Voltage [V]')
axis([0 6 0 2])
end
Mv = (V3_T_D1(11,3/dI)-V3_T_D1(6,3/dI))/(temp_vec(11)-temp_vec(6))
V3_T_D1(1,3/dI)
figure(2)
semilogy(temp_vec,ni_1O(:,1),temp_vec,ni_2O(:,1),'b',temp_vec,ni_3O(:,1),'k-')
% title('Intrinsic v temp,')
xlabel('Temperature [K]')
ylabel('Intrinsic carrier density, n_i [cm^-3]')
axis([160 320 1e2 1e12])
grid
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figure(3)
semilogy(temp_vec,Is_1O(:,1),temp_vec,Is_2O(:,1),'b',temp_vec,Is_3O(:,1),'k-')
% title('Reverse bias saturation current v temp')
xlabel('Temperature')
ylabel('Reverse bias saturation current [A]')
axis([160 320 1e-35 1e-10])
grid
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Data comparison
I_tested = 1:1:12;
frmt_spc = '%f';
file_list = {'D1_V_T_temp_vec.txt';'D2_V_T_temp_vec.txt';...
'D1_193_L.txt';'D1_233_L.txt';'D1_273_L.txt';...
'D1_V_T_1.txt';'D1_V_T_3.txt';'D1_L_T_3.txt';'D1_L_T_6.txt';...
'D1_193_V.txt';'D1_233_V.txt';'D1_273_V.txt';...
'D2_V_T_1.txt';'D2_V_T_3.txt';'D2_L_T_3.txt';'D2_L_T_6.txt';...
'D2_193_V.txt';'D2_233_V.txt';'D2_273_V.txt';...
'D2_193_L.txt';'D2_233_L.txt';'D2_273_L.txt'};
vec_names = {'D1_V_T_temp_vec';'D2_V_T_temp_vec';...
'D1_193_L';'D1_233_L';'D1_273_L';...
'D1_V_T_1';'D1_V_T_3';'D1_L_T_3';'D1_L_T_6';...
'D1_193_V';'D1_233_V';'D1_273_V';...
'D2_V_T_1';'D2_V_T_3';'D2_L_T_3';'D2_L_T_6';...
'D2_193_V';'D2_233_V';'D2_273_V';...
'D2_193_L';'D2_233_L';'D2_273_L'};
num_files = length(file_list);
for i = 1:1:num_files
file_ID = fopen(char(file_list(i)),'r');
assignin('base',char(vec_names(i)),fscanf(file_ID,frmt_spc))
fclose(file_ID);
end
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
%Voltage vs. temperature for various current
figure(4)
plot(temp_vec,V2_T_D1(:,3/dI),'r',temp_vec,V2_T_D1(:,1/dI),'b',...
temp_vec,V3_T_D1(:,3/dI),'r--',D1_V_T_temp_vec,D1_V_T_3,'x red',...
temp_vec,V3_T_D1(:,1/dI),'b--',D1_V_T_temp_vec,D1_V_T_1,'x blue')
axis([150 300 .75 1.5])
title('D1 14xx voltage vs temp for I = 1A, 3A')
xlabel('Temperature [K]')
ylabel('Voltage [V]')
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figure(5)
plot(temp_vec,V2_T_D2(:,3/dI),'b',temp_vec,V2_T_D2(:,1/dI),'r',...
temp_vec,V3_T_D2(:,3/dI)','b--',...%D2_V_T_temp_vec,D2_V_T_3,'x blue',...
temp_vec,V3_T_D2(:,1/dI)','r--')%,D2_V_T_temp_vec,D2_V_T_1,'x red')
axis([100 350 .75 1.25])
title('D2 19xx voltage vs temp for I = 1A, 3A')
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Light vs. temperature for various current
figure(6)
plot(D1_V_T_temp_vec,D1_L_T_3,'blue',D1_V_T_temp_vec,D1_L_T_6,'red')
axis([150 350 0 4])
title('D1 14xx light vs temp for I = 3A, 6A')
figure(7)
plot(D2_V_T_temp_vec,D2_L_T_3,'blue',D2_V_T_temp_vec,D2_L_T_6,'red')
axis([100 350 0 2.5])
title('D2 19xx light vs temp for I = 3A, 6A')
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Voltage vs current for both devices
figure(8)
plot(I_tested,D1_193_V,'x blue',...
I_tested,D1_233_V,'x green',...
I_tested,D1_273_V,'x red',...
I,third_order(I,Rs_14xx,193,Eg0_14xx),'b',...
I,third_order(I,Rs_14xx,233,Eg0_14xx),'g',...
I,third_order(I,Rs_14xx,273,Eg0_14xx),'r')
axis([0 12 0.8 1.4])
title('D1 14xx Voltage vs current for T = 193, 233, 273')
xlabel('Current (A)')
ylabel('Voltage (V)')
figure(9)
plot(I_tested(1:10),D2_193_V,'x blue',...
I_tested(1:10),D2_233_V,'x green',...
I_tested(1:10),D2_273_V,'x red',...
I,third_order(I,Rs_19xx,193,Eg0_19xx),'b',...
I,third_order(I,Rs_19xx,233,Eg0_19xx),'g',...
I,third_order(I,Rs_19xx,273,Eg0_19xx),'r')
axis([0 12 0.6 1.4])
title('D2 19xx Voltage vs current for T = 193, 233, 273')
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Light vs current for both devices
figure(10)
plot(I_tested,D1_193_L,'x blue',...
I_tested,D1_233_L,'x green',...
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I_tested,D1_273_L,'x red')
title('D1 14xx Light vs current for T = 193, 233, 273')
axis([0 12 0 7])
grid
figure(11)
plot(I_tested(1:10),D2_193_L,'x blue',...
I_tested(1:10),D2_233_L,'x green',...
I_tested(1:10),D2_273_L,'x red')
title('D1 19xx Light vs current for T = 193, 233, 273')
axis([0 10 0 4])
grid
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Efficiency vs current for both devices
D1_193_eff = 100.*(D1_193_L./(D1_193_V.*I_tested'));
D1_193_eff_max = zeros(1,length(I_tested));
D1_193_eff_max(1,:) = max(D1_193_eff);
figure(12)
plot(I_tested,D1_193_eff,'x blue',...%I_tested,D1_193_eff_max,'b--',...
I_tested,100.*(D1_233_L./(D1_233_V.*I_tested')),'x green',...
I_tested,100.*(D1_273_L./(D1_273_V.*I_tested')),'x red')
title('D1 14xx Efficiency vs current for T = 193, 233, 273')
axis([0 12 0 100])
grid
figure(13)
plot(I_tested(1:10),100.*(D2_193_L./(D2_193_V.*I_tested(1:10)')),'x blue',...
I_tested(1:10),100.*(D2_233_L./(D2_233_V.*I_tested(1:10)')),'x green',...
I_tested(1:10),100.*(D2_273_L./(D2_273_V.*I_tested(1:10)')),'x red')
title('D2 19xx Efficiency vs current for T = 193, 233, 273')
axis([0 12 0 100])
grid
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
num_fig = 13;
for i = 1:1:num_fig
figure(i)
position_figure(3,4,i)
end
toc
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% third_order accepts several physical constants and third order
% device parameters, as well as a vector of drive current and vecotr of
% second order reverse bias saturation current

function [VT,ni,Is_3O] = third_order(current_vector,Rs,T,Eg0)
q = 1.602e-19;
k = 1.38e-23;
Vt = (k*T)/q;
disp(Vt)
% Vt = Vt*1.01;
I = current_vector;
Nd =
% Nd
Na =
% Na

1e18; %doping
= Nd*1.01;
1e18; %doping
= Na*1.01;

A = 2.510e19; %what is this?
Eex = 0.0074;
% Eg0 = 1.2;
cavity_length = 0.3; %cm
cavity_width = 1e-2; %cm
%Bandgap vs T
a = 4.73e-4;
b = 636;
Eg = Eg0-a*300^2/(300+b);
% Eg = Eg*1.01;
%Effective mass vs T
mnr = 1.028+(6.11e-4)*T-(3.09e-7)*T^2;
mpr = 0.610+(7.83e-4)*T-(4.46e-7)*T^2;
%Carriers v T
mu_n = (92*((T/300)^-.57))+(1268*(T/300)^2.33)/(1+(Nd/(1.3e17*(T/300)^2.4))^(.91*(T/300)^-.146)); %cm2 /(V*s)
% mu_n = mu_n*1.01;
mu_p = (54.3*((T/300)^-.57))+(406.9*(T/300)^2.23)/(1+(Na/(235e17*(T/300)^2.4))^(.88*(T/300)^-.146));
% mu_p = mu_p*1.01;
tau_n = 1e-7;
tau_p = 1e-7;
Area
Dn =
Dp =
Ln =
Lp =

= cavity_length*cavity_width;
(k*T*mu_n/q);
(k*T*mu_p/q);
sqrt(Dn*tau_n);
sqrt(Dp*tau_p);
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ni = A*((T/300)^(3/2))*((mnr*mpr)^(3/4))*exp(-(Eg-Eex)*q/(2*k*T));
% ni = ni*1.01;
Is_3O = Area*q*(((Dp/(Nd*Lp))+(Dn/(Na*Ln)))*(ni)^2);
% Is_3O = Is_3O*1.01;
VT = (Vt)*log(I./Is_3O+1)+I.*Rs;
end

